
Biking 
in cities

UTILITY

HEALTH - numerous benefits 
for rider’s mental and physical HAPPINESS

SPEED

Average speed at least as much 
as speed of car. Door-to-door 
time unbeatable

all-in=one activity makes it time 
efficient. No need to take extra 
time to go exercise

Predictable travel time due to 
agility (no traffic or obstacles, 
multiple paths options, …)

MOBILITY

Allows rider to go from door-to-
door

Use many paths even narrow - 
wide access

Can be part of a multi-modal 
itinerary

As it’s own segment

Can be brought on another 
mode (train, bus, plane, …)

CARGO

VERSATILE - Capacity to carry 
other people or goods (rack, 
baskets, attached seat, cargo 
bikes, trailers, …)

Light vehicle very maneuvrable

Rider can stop pretty much 
anytime anywhere

Rider can go at own speed

Rider can take the trip anytime

ECONOMICAL IMPACT

Makes neighborhoods more 
attractive

Easier stops to businesses

Increases visibility of businesses

Less costs for businesses who 
do not have to pay for parking

FLEXIBILITY

INDEPENDENCE - No need to 
refill energy consumable (if non-
electric)

PERSONALIZED - Several 
setups available to adapt for 
comfort/use preferences or 
handicap

SOCIAL IMPACT

Ability to interact with others 
during the trip

Less space taken compared to 
cars which leaves more space 
for other uses in the city like 
public spaces. Allows better use 
of space.

SAFETY

Cars are a threat to cyclists

Better communication with 
others on the street

Rider has better visibility than a 
driver

RESOURCES CONSUMED

No NOISE

No SMELL

SPACE
Low footprint for both use and 
storage

POLLUTION
Low pollution to build/use/
maintain/recycle

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Requires physical effort but can 
be mitigated by training or lower 
speed or assisted options like 
electric motor

PRICE

Low cost - very accessibleImproves equity

Savings for health system, 
infrastructure maintenance, 
which means savings for tax-
payers
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